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Introduction

Modelling Common Ground

Empirical studies with humans and agents demonstrate that
the nature and forms of information required by the human differ depending on the design of the relationship between the participants — a relationship that is sometimes
characterised using the concept of levels of autonomy [10],
though the usefulness of that characterisation has recently
been questioned [5]. Therefore, understanding how people
work with automation and how to design automated systems
to better support people, is a field long studied, but of growing importance [1, 6]. Our current work seeks to contribute
to the design of representations and algorithms that can be
deployed in such contexts.
Our goal is not to make agents more autonomous, but
to make them more capable of being interdependent [7],
where interdependent informally means that the choice and
outcome of an agent’s action is dependent on what another
agent does, and often vice-versa. It is argued that creating
agents that can act interdependently with humans will enable
a more natural interaction between humans and agents.
Agents are more capable of being interdependent if each
has awareness of what is happening with the other(s). In
the context of human-agent collaboration, this leads to a requirement that agents and humans are capable of reasoning
about others and the relevant context, known as social reality
[4], including their awareness of the situation, and their possible behaviours. Therefore, an intelligent agent must have
a model of the human, and a model of the human’s model
of the agent itself and other participants in an activity, and
possibly such nested models down several levels. This can
enable agents to combine temporal and epistemic projection
to predict future actions of others [11].
Our overarching focus is on the challenges of interpredictability and establishing common ground, marked as fundamental in recent commentaries on human-automation research [6, 7]. Interpredictability refers to the knowledge,
coordination devices (e.g. explicit and implicit communication), working agreements and forms of feedback needed to
achieve collaboration and avoid surprises. Common ground
refers to the mutually shared belief, acceptances, and assumptions that support interdependent actions in the context of a joint activity [13]. Our approach seeks to combine
logic-based approaches with recent advances in planning.

It has been argued that establishing common ground between humans and artificial agents can improve their collaborative efforts, e.g., [8]. However, research in artificial
intelligence has not provided a precise definition of common
ground that is suitable for computation. Moreover, informal
conceptions of the notion vary substantially.
In recent work [13] in collaboration with a social psychologist at the University of Melbourne (Yoshi Kashima),
some of the authors provide four formal accounts of common ground, defined using modal logic. Starting with a
straightforward definition of common ground as common
belief, we progressed to definitions more aligned with how
human teams establish common ground, modelling existing
definition in philosophy and social psychology. Specifically,
these models use the notion of acceptance: a mental attitude similar to belief, but which allows us to accept things
as true without actually believing them, for the purpose of
completing a task. In addition, we presented a new definition of common ground, called salient common ground,
which models how people build up common ground in a
particular activity using three sources: (1) activity-specific
common ground, which is the common ground specific to
the current activity; (2) personal common ground, which is
the common ground held between the group members prior
to the activity, built from previous personal experience with
each other; and (3) communal common ground, which is the
common ground held between the group members prior to
the activity based on some mutual membership of a community (e.g. nationality, religious groups, groups who have
trained together).
Formally modelling existing accounts of common ground
allowed us to show how some existing accounts are equivalent, despite seeming different, and allowed us to eliminate
the ambiguities inherent in such informal definitions.

Epistemic Planning
Reasoning about action and change has typically focused on
how the world changes as a result of an agent’s behaviour.
An aspect of our research aims to extend this reasoning to
model how the belief of an agent changes as a result of actions in the world, including how their nested beliefs change.
That is, beliefs about the beliefs of other agents, including
what an agent a believes another agent b believes about the

world and about a’s beliefs. Modelling the knowledge or
belief of interacting agents is crucial for many scenarios that
contain a dynamic environment, and we are primarily interested in how to plan for achieving goals that involve arriving
at a particular mental state for a group of agents.
Previous work has focused on how epistemic planning
can be addressed from a theoretical standpoint by appealing to dynamic epistemic logic [2]. In our work, we take
the complementary approach of modelling belief in a manner amenable to automated planning techniques. In particular, we consider a syntactic restriction of an agent’s mental
model, represented using traditional non-deterministic planning techniques [9].

Social Reality
In recent work [4], one of the authors proposed a high-level
cognitive framework for social agents – that is, those agents
that have “sociality” as part of the core reasoning. One aspect of this framework is the concept of social reality. Social
reality refers to the notion that people have a model of social
behaviour that they use to reason about others; for example,
when interacting with a bank manager, we use our model of
bank managers to reason that the person will know certain
aspects about the bank, and to reason about what they will
do if we give them a certain request.
An agent can reason about others by having models of
those others, however, having detailed models of their beliefs, acceptances, desires, and capabilities is not required in
many cases, and in fact, may be detrimental due to the computational cost. When interacting with a bank teller, an agent
can take a general model of a bank manager and use this to
approximate the manager’s core values and behaviours.
Current work focuses on basic computational models of
social reality. Specifically, we are defining a model that
permits agents to use stereotypical reasoning about another
agent using simple social rules, or to use empathetic reasoning about another agent; that is, to cast itself into the mind
of the other agent and reason about what it would do. Some
aspects of this type of reasoning have been explored [12].
There are potential links between the logic-based mechanisms explored in that work, and prior planning-oriented
work on composition of goal-based processes where human actors in the environment are abstracted as services and
wrapped by a semantic description allowing them to be involved in orchestrations, and to collaborate with devices, to
reach certain goals [3]. As well as saving computational effort, stereotypical reasoning allows the agent to reason about
another agent playing a role, even if it has no model of the
agent’s current mental states or capabilities. Our approach
allows for the fusion of both; e.g., having a model of the
agent’s current beliefs, and employing a stereotype rule that
accesses those beliefs to reason about the agent.

Current and Planned Work
In scenarios where others’ actions are predictable, complex mechanisms for online adaptation are not needed. Our
work seeks to provide fundamental mechanisms that are
suited to dynamic environments where agents must adapt

‘autonomously.’ Building on the above, our current focus is on computationally tractable models of nested belief/knowledge for multi-agent settings, with particular emphasis on social reality. We are using logic-based and
planning-oriented mechanisms. Future work will look at
building tools that enable experimentation in scenarios with
human players.
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